2010 Publications

Conference Presentations & Publications


Exhibits

Joellyn Rock, Vis/A/Vis Faculty Art Exhibition, Katherine E. Nash Gallery, Regis Center for Art, Minneapolis, MN. Fall 2010. Digital Prints from The Mysteries Project.

David Bowen, Assistant Professor in the Art and Design Department. June of 2010 the 21 x/y tilting devices were installed at Laboratoria Art and Science Space in Moscow and the sensor were installed at the Visualization and Digital Imaging Lab at the University of Minnesota Duluth for an international gallery exhibit. http://newlaboratoria.ru/www/


Performances

Projection design for set production of "South Pacific" Mariah Brown under direction of Curt Philips, UMD Theatre & Music Departments, Oct. 21-30, 2010

Sound Production, "South Pacific" Don Schrafnagel, UMD Theatre & Music Departments, Oct. 21-30, 2010
Jefferson Campbell, Music, November of 2009 multimedia presentation: "The Other Star Wars Storyteller: John Williams and the music of the Star Wars saga" at the Teatro Zuccone, Duluth MN.